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Figure 1(a,b) - Recovered regulatory interactions employing zeroth, first and second-order Pearson correlation 
coefficients in different p-values (10-2, 10-3 and 10-4). 

The TF-operon and co-regulated associations are preferably described with a significant second-order 
correlation. The analysis with Spearman coefficients gave similar results.

A statistical test is used 

to check if the partial 

correlation is significantly 

different from zero.

Transcriptional control is an essential regulatory mechanism employed by 

bacteria. Nowadays, even for the most studied bacterium Escherichia coli, 

much about the regulation remains to be discovered. Genome annotation 

carried out using sequence analysis tools, such as motif detection, were 

not able to assign transcriptional units to over two thousand genes in E. 

coli.

In this work we have employed low order partial correlation analysis as a 

way to predict regulatory interactions in transcriptome data. The partial 

correlation is the correlation between two variables (i.e., gene profiles) 

when conditioned by one or more control variables. A major application is 

that partial correlation is able to infer direct interactions that are a 

requirement for causality.

For this task we use a gold-standard dataset comprising genes that make 

up the Regulon DB 5.0 transcriptional regulatory network. The considered 

dataset consists of 1077 genes (grouped into 434 operons and 137

transcription factors) and 58 observations, each one corresponding to a 

single hybridization performed with an E. coli Antisense Genome Array 

chip obtained from GEO. 

Then we applied first and second-order Pearson correlation coefficients 

(Pearson 1st and Pearson 2nd) as well as first and second-order 

Spearman coefficients (Spearman 1st and Spearman 2nd) using the 

software ParCorA. 

Overview

i) Compute the residuals εi by linearly regressing Xi against Xk, i.e.,                      

{Xim – Xim, m=1,…,n}, where,  Xim = b0 + b1Xkm , b0 and b1 are 

constants of the linear equation; 

ii) Compute the residuals εj by linearly regressing Xj against Xk;

iii) The partial correlation rij|k will be the correlation between residuals εi

and εj ,rεi εj

The partial correlation is obtained by conditioning the Pearson correlation 

(also denoted by ‘zeroth order correlation’) between two variables on one 

or more controlling variables.

Let Xi, Xj and Xk (n-dimensional continuous variables) the profiles of 

genes i, j and k, respectively. The partial correlation coefficient between Xi

and Xj controlled by Xk, rij|k, is calculate as follows:

^^

Methods

The predicted interactions were classified according to E. coli curated 

transcriptional network in three categories: TF-operon, co-regulated 

operons (i.e. operons with a common TF) and non-characterized 

associations.

We found that partial coefficients were able to correctly recover a large 

proportion of TF-operon interactions as well as co-regulated operons, 

mainly with second-order coefficients (Figure 1a). The proportion of 

characterized interactions increases with the order of the correlation 

(Figure 1b).
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Main References

(a) Whole TF regulation graph built from Pearson 1st, 2nd and Spearman 1st, 2nd graphs. TF 

interactions have been organized in several clusters of associations centered in the transcriptional 

regulator, which easily allows querying the associations inferred for a particular TF.

(b) Pearson 2nd interactions only.

(c) Cluster of predicted interactions for mhpR. The analysis found a significant Pearson 2nd and 

Spearman 2nd correlation up to 10-4 between mhpR and glcC expression profiles, a strong evidence 

of direct dependence. MhpR and GlcC are regulators of 3-phenylpropionate degradation pathway and 

glyoxylate degradation pathway, respectively. Both pathways act towards production of acetyl-CoA. 

(d) Subgraph of inferred interactions for metR gene that encodes a transcription factor, which is 

modulating the genes mmuP, ydjO, ybbM and the operons metF and metL. MetR controls several 

genes involved in the last step of methionine biosynthesis. The operon metBL is a good candidate 

suggested by the model to be directly regulated by metR.

Transcription Factors Regulation Graphs
Each single analysis generated a graph of interactions inferred with a defined order and p-value (e.g.

Pearson 1st,10-4). In the graph, each node corresponds to a regulator or operon, and an edge 

indicates a direct dependence between their expression profiles (Figure 2 below).

Figure 2 – Predicted regulatory interactions involving transcriptional regulators.

Operon Co-regulation Graphs
We assayed each interaction between operons to verify the Gene Ontology terms they share (Figure 3).

(a) Second Order interactions graph. It 

was built from Pearson 2nd and Spearman 

2nd graphs. We verify that 44% of the 

predicted interactions occurs between 

nodes with common biological process at 

least level 3 of the gene ontology tree. 

(b) Relationship between phoA-psiF and 

yeaGH operons. The phoA-psiF operon is 

involved on phosphorus metabolism. The 

predicted interaction  suggests that the 

ORFs yeaG and yeaH may be involved on 

the same biological process.

(b)(a)

Figure 3 – Predicted co-regulation interactions.

The partial correlation analysis successfully recovered a 

large proportion of TF-operon interactions as well as co-

regulated operons, mainly with second-order coefficients.

It can be employed as a method for prediction of putative 

regulatory interactions from expression data, as a 

complementary approach to transcription factor binding 

site tools and other tools that aim to detect co-regulated 

genes.

Concluding Remarks
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